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ABSTRACT
We propose to use benchmark data combined with detailed

( n ) analysis to predict the

performance o f a parallel Lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM) for 2D fluid dynamics simulation with solid
particles on various configurations o f cluster computers. The LBM has super step synchronism, phase
concurrent components and non- critical size o f division properties. Our results demonstrate accurate
predictions for LBM simulation performance. The CPU benchmark indicates that increased variable data
precision does not degrade execution time significantly on Pentium class processors.

We show that

improved communication and calculation strategies for solid particles yielded better speedup and
scalability. A theoretical analysis demonstrates that worst case speedup occurs when all the solid particles
saturate a single workspace.

vu

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM) is receiving a lot of attention as a method for modeling a
broad range of physical phenomenon. The popularity o f the method is due primarily to the cellular
automata nature o f the algorithm and its computational efficiency. Even though the LBM coupled with
cellular automata did not start to gain notice until 1986 it has already been used to model heat flow, fluid
flows, particle suspensions, and a large variety of aerodynamics problems.

The connection between the

Boltzmann equation and cellular automata was first developed in 1983 [WOLFRAM83]. This connection
combined statistical methods and cellular automata calculation techniques.

With an established and

efficient fluid flow model it is possible to expand into more complex problems.
The problem domain we are interested in is that of a moving fluid with suspended particles. This
particular problem domain has a very broad range of interest.

The ability to transport, control, and

distribute suspended particles is a key component in many manufacturing processes. A few of these
processes are paper production, film production, coating, and surface treatment.

Effective simulation of

these processes will allow for a better understanding of the science. The ability to visualize the motion and
study the behavior of the particles will allow engineers to create better processes.

One of the current

limitations that affect this problem is poor efficiency when scaling LBM simulations with increased
quantities of particles. This study will focus on the issues related to performance of the LBM simulations
and the impact of particles on that performance.
Traditional approaches for creating a simulation in this domain have included macroscopic and
microscopic interactions. Macroscopic approaches have isolated the time scale and interactions between
the suspended particles and the fluids. An example of this approach is to find the fluid velocity profile as a
function of time for a given flow problem and use velocity information to determine the forces that the flow
would exert on a particle in the fluid. The forces are then used to calculate the motion of the particle. The
fact that the particle would also exert forces on the fluid has been entirely ignored. As the interactions
between the fluid and particles are tied closer together the impact on the computational resources required
are significant.

In some cases the computational cost rises as the cube of the number of particles

[LADD94]. In addition, nearly all of these methods are based on solving a series of Laplacian equations
-
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-

applied to a finite difference grid that has a computationally expensive convergence process at each time
step.
The microscopic approaches have focused on the Brownian motions o f the fluid/gas. Collisions
between objects produce forces that affect both the suspended particles and fluid/gas.

By its very nature,

the number of interactions between all objects on a microscopic level is at least on the order o f N" and often
on the order of

for a full diffusion matrix [LADD94]. Where the value of N describes the size of the

simulation space or the number of objects in the simulation. As simulations increase in size the solution
method is computationally expensive.
The traditional method for macro simulations o f fluid suspended particle type is the NavierStokes. This method uses finite difference equations derived from the imposition o f a grid arrangement.
For complex geometry the grid has to be small or non-uniform to support timely convergence at each time
step. Supporting suspended particles adds more computational expense for each time step and introduces
problems for non-uniform grid configuration.
In contrast, the Lattice-Boltzmann Method has a mesoscopic nature where the lattice spacing is
not critical to convergence or accuracy. The term lattice refers to an array of points that are distributed
with uniform spacing in row and columns thought the simulation space. Each of these points is modeled
with fluid flow values. As long as the spacing between lattice points is smaller than the particles by some
modest factor and the velocity is small in relation to the lattice spacing the simulation generates good
results. Even more significant is the fact that each time step for the simulation can be found with a single
relaxation equation. The relaxation equation is a completely cellular automaton relying only on local
values for the next state. Each state of the model uses a number o f discrete flows at each lattice point. The
advantage o f discrete flows is extremely important when a flow impinges on a particle. Each o f the discrete
flows that cross a particle boundary exerts a force on the particle and the particle will cause an adjustment
to the flow. This combines the macro effect of the fluid on the particle at numerous locations and at the
same time accounts for the effect o f the particle on the fluid flow. Closely tying the fluid and particle
interactions together leads to an accurate simulation.
As the simulation size increases both in volume and in the number of particles, researchers are
taking advantage o f parallel computing techniques. The LBM is ideal for application to parallel computing
-2-

because the cellular autonomy allows for straightforward division o f the problem among processors. The
real problem becomes the processing o f the particles as they cross processor boundaries and the impact
they have on the fundamental LBM process. Parallel implementations do not always provide the expected
speedup.
The prediction of performance requires careful analysis based on implementation details,
communication patterns and performance evaluation of both computation and communication.

It is

possible that for some applications a small change in a communication parameter can cause a 5-fold
increase in solution time [CULLER97].

Prediction o f performance for any program can be difficult

without knowledge of resource limitations. Even prediction of performance on a single computer for a
given problem size can be difficult if certain limitations are exceeded. For example, once a program and
data memory exceed the available RAM a significant decrease in performance is observed due to swapping
data to and from disk. The relationship between problem size and execution time can have many major and
minor discontinuities.
There are two very distinct problems to overcome when predicting the performance o f the LatticeBoltzmann Method. The first problem is to take the mathematical theory of the LBM and transform it into
an implementation. Choosing to focus on 2D models allows for smaller resources and eliminates the more
complex impact of moment of inertia. At the same time a 2D analysis is complex enough to demonstrate
the performance prediction problems for a parallel solution.

Key to the implementation is reducing

communications associated with particles. Some current implementation methods pass through the entire
lattice structure multiple times in order to complete the particle boundary interactions. Particle interaction
is expected to have a major effect on the overall performance of the model. Therefore, we developed an
efficient implementation that restricts communications to those lattices fiows that cross particle boundaries
[WOLFE02]. A detailed presentation o f the Lattice-Boltzmann Method as it applies to the implementation
is presented in section 3.
The second major problem is identification of benchmarks that lead to meaningful performance
predictions. Information about communications, CPU computational power and program execution times
are needed.

There are numerous benchmark programs available for both communications and CPU

computational power. Some of the benchmarks strive to characterize memory speeds, disk access, and
-3 -

general 10 communications. These benchmarks are aimed not at providing performance predictions, but at
measuring relative performance over a large group of applications. A decision was made to design two
simple benchmark programs that produce information on CPU power and communications performance.
The processor computational power benchmark focuses on array calculations in a matmer similar to the
core algorithm o f the LBM. The communications performance benchmark focuses on communication
patterns for the expected parallel implementation. Final performance prediction also needs to combine a
single processor implementation execution time characteristic for the program with the benchmark data.
The plan for predicting performance o f the Lattice-Boltzmarm Method requires the following steps.
Table 1 Outline of Plan
1. Understand the Lattice-Boltzmaim Method in enough detail to design a working program.
2. Create a working LBM program with particle interactions capable of parallel computation.
3. Collect benchmark data on the CPU power for each computer considered.
4. Collect benchmark data on the MPI communications for target configurations.
5. Develop a model that determines execution speed for non-parallel parts of the program.
6. Combine time coefficients and the benchmark data to predict the performance of the program in
parallel configurations.
7. Compare predictions to actual performance for several configurations.

The ability to acciuately predict performance requires three characterizations to be effective: the
CPU computational powers, the communications speed parameters and the characterization of the basic
program operation. Relative performance indicators provided by the benchmarks provide a basis to make
predictions of performance on a variety o f computers. These benchmarks combined with the significant
focus on implementation of particles in the model forms an effective means for analysis and prediction o f
performance.

-4-

2.0 LATTICE-BOLTZMANN METHOD
At the heart o f the Lattice-Boltzmann Method are two very important concepts. First is that the
fluid flows o f the model are discrete quantities with fixed velocities in quantized directions and second is
that given a known rate of change, the final equilibrium state can be calculated. Both o f these concepts
have some very desirable effects on the overall computation. The model of fluid in the lattice is based on
the way that fluid is distributed to all the adjacent lattices at each time step. Imagine a cup o f water and
turn it over on a flat surface. The water is going to move away in all directions from the point at which the
cup is turned over. The rate of flow is going to be almost entirely due to how much water is in the cup. In
the case o f an LBM simulation we have several thousand cups arranged on a lattice grid that are turned
over at the same time. Even as water is moving out from a cup water from adjacent cups is moving in.

2.1 Background information
The origin of the Lattice-Boltzmann method is an integro-differential equation shown in Equation
1. This equation is a function of f(X,t,v) where f is the number of particles with velocity v at location X at
step t o f time. From the example above it is possible to see how the density o f fluid at each lattice point
plays a key role in determining the distribution o f velocities and quantities.

S , f + v - Vf =

- 1 'collision
cotlisioi

■

/

Equation 1 Bolzmann
[Ladd94] show how hydrodynamic fields for mass density, momentum density and momentum
flux can be described in terms of f(X,t,v) and m molecular mass.

This set o f equations for mass,

momentum and flux is shown in Equation 2.

p{X,t) = ^mf{X,v,t)dv
j{ X, t ) = |(m v)/(X,v,f)r/v
f ][ (X ,0 = J(ww)/(X,v,/)£/v
Equation 2 Hydrodynamic integral form
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The term collision phase or scattering comes from the Boltzmann equation. The collision term can
be rewritten in terms of current state and equilibrium state as shown in Equation 3. The term collision is
based on the concepts of Brownian motion o f particles colliding. From this equation the rate o f change is
based on the difference between the final state and the current state. For the purposes o f the LatticeBoltzmann Method knowing this rate o f change allows for a single step calculation to the equilibrium state.
The term relaxation refers to the single step for finding the equilibrium value.

f-r
dt

/

collision

Equation 3 Relaxation constant
For a 2D lattice, the flows can be discretized in axial and diagonal directions with an additional
flow representing fluid that does not stream to adjacent lattice points. Figure 1 shows the representation of
the flows at a single lattice point. The figure has nine flows and each flow can thought o f as moving in the
direction specified in Table 2. These vectors are used to identify boundary crossing relative to lattice point
positions and for calculation of the values associated with flows, forces, and torque.

Figure 1 Discrete flow
Table 2 Flow vector values
eo={0,01
ei={0.1}
«3=11.0}
e . - |l ,- l }
«5= {0.-1}
C6=(-l.-l}
e 7= { -l, 0 }
eg= {-l.l}

-6-

Another important point in the discrete model is that all the fluid velocities are set so that each
flow moves from lattice to lattice in one imit time step. This is the stream step where the flows actually
move from lattice point to lattice point. Each o f the direction vectors is used repeatedly in the algorithm to
calculate mean velocity and force interactions with particles.

For the conventions used in this

implementation straight up is index 1. Index 0 is the flow that will remain at this lattice point during the
streaming step and the remaining flows are labeled in a clockwise direction.

2.2 EDF (equilibrium distribution function)
The function for equilibrium distribution of flows can be calculated by using current local flow
values only. The term EDF refers to this equilibrium distribution function. The first step in finding the
solutions at each lattice point for the next step is to calculate the total density at this point. The i suffix is
for the discrete flow in each direction including the 0 suffix for stationary fluid.

1=0

Equation 4 Total density at lattice point
The next step is to find the mean velocity o f fluid at this lattice point using Equation 5. Each of the
flow values is multiplied by the appropriate direction vector and the resulting normalized vector is the
mean value.

Equation S Mean velocity at lattice
Now that the density and mean velocity at the lattice point is known the equilibrium values can be
calculated in each o f the nine directions.

The axial, diagonal and stationary flows have normalized

coefficients that take into account the velocity in each direction.

J
Equation 6 Stationary fluid
-7 -

f ‘"{X,t) = p ^ + l ( e , .u ) + l ( e , #u)- - ^ ( u « u ) j
1= 1,3,5,7
Equation 7 axial directions

f ; " { X ,t) =

+ ^ (e ,. • u) + ^(e, • u)* - -^ ( u • u)

1= 2,4,6,8
Equation 8 Diagonal directions
Using the equilibrium flow it is possible to calculate the new flow for each direction at the lattice
points using Equation 9. This equation is shown in the general form with a relaxation constant o f . The
equation has values for the current flow in the specified direction and the equilibrium value just calculated.

/- ( % ,< + ) =

r

Equation 9 New time step flow
A relaxation constant of t= 1 yields the new time step value as the equilibrium value calculated.
The choice for relaxation constant is based on the viscosity o f the fluid in the model. For the purposes of
this study the value r=l is appropaite for the fluids of interest. It is important to note that the time step is
shown at t+ not t+1. Equation 10 shows the simplified value for the new flow based on the calculated
equilibrium value. The final values for the flow are calculated after the particle boundary interactions.

/(% ,/+ ) =
Equation 10 New step value

2 J Boundary interactions
Up to this point in time no interactions with particles or moving walls has occurred. A major
advantage of the Lattice-Boltzmann Method is the ease in which particles and fluids interact.

This

interaction must be calculated before the fluid flow stream to the adjacent lattices points because the
particle motion will alter the flows.

-8

The magnitudes o f these flow adjustments are based on the velocity at the boundary point where
the fluid intersects the particle boundary. There are two important simplifications: the crossing points are
assumed to be half way between two lattice points along the vector C; and fluid can flow into the solid.
The boundary velocity at the flow crossing point has two components. The first is the linear velocity in the
X and y-axis. The second component is due to the rotation o f the particle and can be calculated given the
rate o f rotation and the length o f the radius to the crossing point. Let R be the center o f mass for the particle
with Xb the vector from the center R to the crossing point X + 1/2 Cj. The rate of rotation is Q and the linear
velocity is the vector V. The resulting vector velocity Vy is used to calculate the adjustment to flows and
the forces. Figure 2 shows the vector diagram for this arrangement. The point X is the exterior point of the
flow crossing pair. Only exterior flows create forces on the particle.

Figure 2 Velocity at boundary crossing
Calculation o f the radius vector is made relative to the center o f the particle R as shown in Figure
2 and calculated in Equation 11. While the actual implementation keeps track o f the interior lattice point
the flow value associated with the exterior lattice point is the basis for force, torque and flow adjustments.

X, = X + - e , - R
6

2

'

Equation 11 Radius vector
To find the instantaneous velocity at the flow crossing point the rotation o f the particle and the
radius o f rotation add a component of velocity to the point. Equation 12 shows the combination of the
rotational and linear velocity components. Taking the cross product o f the radius and rotation then adding
it to the linear velocity will produce the velocity at the fluid crossing point.

-9-

V ,= V + fixX,
Equation 12 Velocity at fluid particle boundary

o
o
o
o
o
Figure 3 Boundary crossings
Figure 3 shows the entire set o f boundary flow crossings for this small circular particle. In this
case there are 28 crossings to calculate. Even for this simple particle determining all the crossings is a
sophisticated process.

The forces and flow adjustments are based on the energy transfer from the fluid to

the particle. This energy will be based on the velocity of the flow and the magnitude. For the adjustment
and force calculations a set o f normalized values that compensate for the diagonal and axial direction
differences are shown in Equation 13.

has the value of

j/y

fori =1,3,5,7

/? for i = 2,4,6,8
24
where is the total density at the lattice
Equation 13 Axial and diagonal factors
Before the flows can be adjusted it is necessary to calculate the force exerted on the particle at the
boundary crossing. The force is determined entirely by the amount o f fluid and the instantaneous velocity
at the point o f crossing. From the Figure 3 it can be seen that each particle can have many crossing points.
In Equation 14 the j index is the identification for each crossing point. The force has two effects on the
particle. First the force produces an effect on the linear motion o f the particle. Second the force acts to
spin the particle around its center o f mass given as torque causing the particle to rotate.

- 10

F ,-= 2 e ,(/-(A ',I+ )-A (V ,» e ,))
Equation 14 Force at crossing point j
Ty = X j X F j
Equation 15 Torque contribution crossing j
Equation 14 and Equation IS show the calculation for the force and the torque at each boundary
flow crossing j .

Once the force and torque contributions have been calculated it is possible to finish

adjusting the flows for each lattice point pair associated with the boundary crossing. Equation 16 and
Equation 17 show the final adjustment of the flow values.

f , { X + e , , r+) = / ( % , /+ ) - 2/7, (V , . e,. )
Equation 16 Exterior lattice (low adjustment.

/ (% /+ ) = / . (X + e,., (+) + 2A (V, . e, )
Equation 17 Interior lattice flow adjustment

There are several important points concerning this adjustment. It adjusts the flow on the interior
node in the opposite direction o f the flow impinging on the boundary. This has the effect during the
streaming step o f placing the adjusted flow as reflected off the boundary. The index V indicates the mirror
direction.

To complete the flow adjustment the exterior flow must be adjusted by the same amount. The

direction o f reference is from the exterior lattice point flow vector and so the i index must be the mirror
image for the interior node.

2.4 Particle collisions
Before the total forces and torque on a particle can be calculated, collision detection must occur.
Collisions in this sense are at a macro level, between two particles or a particle and a wall. The collision
detection method could examine all pairs of particles and walls for intersections, but that is computationally
expensive as the number of particles grows. However, during the boundary crossing calculation it is
possible to determine if there is an object close to the particle that needs to be checked for collision. In this
case the intersection between objects can be checked on an as-needed basis.

11 -

There are two types o f collisions in the model. The first is a collision between a particle and wall.
This collision results in a reflection o f the velocity that is normal to the wall. The walls are assumed to
have infinite mass and therefore only the particle is affected. The second type o f collision is between two
particles and requires determining the vector between particle centers passing though the point o f contact.
Once this vector has been found then the collision calculation can proceed by finding the component of
velocity for each particle projected on the vector connecting the centers. Full momentum transfer must be
considered in this case.

Even though the particles are uniform in size and mass for the study, the theory

and implementation is described for non-uniform particles.

VP!

Figure 4 Collision Velocities

The first step in calculation o f the collision effect is to determine the component o f the velocity
vector for each particle aligned with the vector connecting the centers of the particles. In Figure 4 VPl is
the velocity vector of particle 1 and U1 is that component o f VPl along the vector connecting the centers.
The same is true for particle 2. Figure 4 shows the projection o f the particle velocities on to the unit
vectors in the direction between the centers. It is these two velocities that are used in the calculation.
Starting with these velocities and the mass the new velocities can be calculated as shown in Equations 18
and 19.

- 12-

(m , *M, ) - ( / W; *M,) + 2(m ; * u , )
V, =

+/W,

Equation 18 New velocity particle 1

Vj -

* « , ) - ( / « , * m , ) + 2(/w , *l i ^ )
Wj +/ n,

Equation 19 New velocity particle 2
The total shift in velocity for particle 1 is the difference between the starting velocity and the final
velocity along the vector connecting the centers. The same is true for particle 2. To make the adjustment
in velocity for each particle it is possible to calculate an impulse force for a time step that will produce the
proper change in velocity.

Equation 20 shows the change in velocity per time step as a function of

acceleration a.

AV = v, —M, = At* a
Equation 20 Change in velocity
Unitizing the conunon relationship between force, mass and acceleration it is possible to
determine the amount of force to apply in one time step to produce the desired change in velocity as shown
in Equation 21.

AV = At* —
m
Equation 21 Velocity change in terms of force and mass

As shown in Equation 22 and Equation 23 the force must act in the direction of the vector between
centers. Adding the unit vector along the centers

and setting t= 1 yields the force impulse vector that

will provide the exact changes to the velocity for the particle as the result o f the collision.
^co llisio n J

=

W

*

( V

,

Equation 22 Impulse force vector particle 1
^ c o llis io n _ 1 = m * { y ^

-

w

j

x

.

Equation 23 Impulse force vector particle 2
Using an impulse force has the added benefit o f allowing multiple collisions with different
particles. When a simulation is configured for parallel execution the ability to summarize the net effect of
- 13-

multiple collisions calculated in separate processors is required. The use of impulse force provides the
means to summarize the collision results and combine them with the fluid forces. For particle collisions
with walls, the velocity in the x direction is used to calculate the impulse force required to bounce off the
wall.

2.5 Total Forces
Once the individual forces and torque for each flow crossing have been calculated, the effect on
the particle can be determined. This process has two distinct parts. The change in position is calculated
and the change in rotational angle is calculated. These calculations are very similar and although the
change is position is shown first the order is not important to the method. Table 3 summarizes the steps for
the update in position calculation.

The total forces on the particle have contributions other than the

boundary crossings
Table 3 Summary of position update process
1. Sum all the forces on the particle
2. Find the acceleration vector due to the forces
3. Use the old velocity together with acceleration to find new position
4. Update the velocity o f the particle

F=

+1

+1F*. - Z F ,., + F,

gravity

Equation 24 Total force on particle
. Note that gravity and interior lattice points can also have some effect on the total forces. The
forces include the boundary crossing contribution, impulse forces from the collisions, forces o f gravity and
forces that recover energy from the lattice points that enter and leave the interior o f the particle [QI99].
Equation 24 shows all these terms. These last three terms are not implemented in the current model but are
shown for completeness. The force in and out is based on the mean velocity of the lattice points that
transition from the perimeter to the interior. The gravity term represents the force exerted on the particle by
the earth. The relative density o f the particles is greater than 1 so that particles without other forces
eventually sink to the bottom o f the experimental space. Each time step is assumed to have value t o f 1
and this simplifies the calculations.
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F
a=—
m
Equation 25 Acceleration vector
The total force for each particle is known from summation o f contributions.

Equation 25

calculates the acceleration that will take place this time step. Acceleration is used to find the new velocity
at the end o f the time step. This new velocity and the old velocity are averaged over the time step to
determine the movement of the particles. Equation 26 shows the new position in terms o f the old position
and the average o f the old and new velocity.

R(/ + 1) = R (0 + A /i(V (/ +1) + \{ t ) )
Equation 26 New Position as the average of old and new velocity

R(t +1) = R(f) + A/V(0 + (A/)' l a
Equation 27 New position in terms of old velocity and acceleration
Substitution of the acceleration into Equation 26 provides the new position as a function o f the old
velocity, old position and the new acceleration. The last step in the procedure is to update the velocity from
the old velocity and the new acceleration as shown in Equation 28.

V(/ + l) = V(/) + A/a
Equation 28 Update new velocity
Once the linear forces on the particle have been used to update position and velocity the effect of
rotation can be calculated.
position.

The process is very similar in nature to the one used in the calculation of

The new angular acceleration is used to determine new angle o f rotation, then the angular

velocity is updated. As with the position, the average o f old and new velocities are used. The contribution
to the torque of lattice points that enter and exit the interior of the particle are not implemented in the model
but are shown for completeness in Equation 29. Also, no effects on the rotation o f the particle from
collisions have been included in the model. The moment o f inertia for a particle is represented by I, for the
2D case it is a simple scalar in the z direction. Also in the 2D case the torque value is a simple scalar in the
z direction as well.
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Equation 29 Total torque
CT —

T
I

—

Equation 30 Angular acceleration
Equation 30 shows the relationship between moment o f inertia and torque. This relationship is
defined by the angular acceleration

. Following a process similar to the position calculation the new

angle is shown in terms of average rotational velocity in Equation 31. Then the new angle is determined in
terms of old angular velocity, old angle and new angular acceleration in Equation 32. Finally the angular
velocity is updated in Equation 33.

A{t +1) = A(t) + At—(Si(t +1) + i2(0)
Equation 31 New angle in terms of old and new angular velocity

A (t + 1) = A (t ) + A ( S I ( {) + — ( A / ) c r
Equation 32 New angle in terms of old velocity and new angular acceleration

£i(( +1) = A(f) + A/ct
Equation 33 Updated angular velocity
I

1
I=—
mr 2
2

Equation 34 Disk Moment
In the study circular particles are used that are modeled as disks.

Equation 34 shows the

calculation for the moment o f inertia for a disk. Normally moment o f inertia is a vector quantity with
components in all three axes based on the shape of the object, but for the 2D case o f a disk type particle the
value reduces to a scalar in a single axis.

In the cross product of force and radius the torque value

calculation will only have a term in the z-axis. This simplifies the calculation. In the axis of rotation the
particles use the moment o f inertia shown in Equation 34.
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2.6 Streaming step
The final element to the Lattice-Boltzmann Method is the stream step. This step takes all the
newly calculated flow values and moves them in the direction o f the flow to the adjacent lattice point. It is
very simple in nature. Each new flow at each lattice point is moved to the old flow at the adjacent lattice
point in the direction o f flow.

Equation 35 describes the process. For all lattice points in the simulation

and for all flows in the simulation move the value from the old to the new in the direction o f flow.

vx
V f = 0 . .. 9

/( % ,f + l) = / ( % + e,,f + l)
Equation 35 Stream step
2.7 Lattice-Boltzmann Method summary
The LBM process starts with the equilibrium calculation for the new flows in each direction of
adjacent lattice points. New flows are calculated entirely from local information at the lattice point. Once
the flows have been calculated the boundary interactions are calculated. Any collisions can also be detected
and the appropriate impulse forces calculated. The flow crossing the boimdary of the particle is adjusted to
allow for the interaction between the particle and fluid. Once that is completed the stream step can take
place and all flows migrate one unit step in the proper direction. The entire process is computationally
efficient with only local variables used in the calculations or at most the flow from one adjacent lattice
point. It is this adjacent flow that forces the parallel implementation to have a halo o f duplicate lattice
points. This reduces the requirement for time critical individual communications.
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3.0 IMPLEMENTATION
There are two key parts to the implementation. First is the concepts that have been developed to
improve the implementation and the constraints that the Lattice-Boltzmaim Method places on those
concepts. The other part is the structure and design of the program. Both o f these parts have a major
influence on the outcome o f the study. Implementation concepts that are significant will be discussed
followed by a summary o f the program structure with the application of the key concepts.
3.1 Implementation concepts
The implementation strategy has a major impact on performance, and starting with the LatticeBoltzmann theory and finding an effective way to implement the metliod was challenging. The details of
the theory have subtle constraints that for an effective implementation must be considered.

This is

especially true o f particles that span multiple processors. Another key issue is the difficulty in scaling the
problem on parallel computers with increasing number o f particles.

Minimizing the impact o f particle

motion and computation was a key goal for this implementation.
In some o f the original implementations studied the entire lattice array is repeatedly examined in
order to accomplish all the necessary steps. Reducing the number of passes through the lattice is important
for two reasons.
storage.

These passes represent a significant computational cost and also require additional

Further, the communications between processors impacts the execution speed o f parallel

programs. The Lattice-Boltzmann Method is not a conununication critical type o f program, but minimizing
the conununication costs still improves performance.
In this study the motion o f solid particles is the key point of interest. If however, the key point of
interest includes the fluid flow data the implementation strategy would shift to improving other areas such
as storage o f data, since disk 10 becomes the bottleneck.[RESCHKE96] [DESPLAT99] Even a small
space of 100 by 100 produces 90,000 data values to record every cycle. This amoimt o f data presents a
problem for m ost disk 10 systems. For the case where particle motion for 1000 particles is the focus, only
3000 data values would need to be recorded.
The entire program is written in SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) style. Each processor in
the cluster runs the same program but acts on a different set of data. The clusters used for this study are not
homogenous. Each cluster has a master processor that is different from the computational processors. In
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some cases the main node is higher performance and in others it is slightly slower. The slowest processor
in each cluster determines performance.

The clusters use standard Ethernet cards, switches and PC based

computers. The Lam version o f MPI is used on all clusters to provide communications.
The style o f communications is primarily point-to-point making use o f non-blocking messages
wherever possible. The non-blocking messages avoid a potential communication deadlock for certain
configurations of processors. [SNIR98]

Because the communication takes place in bursts to adjacent

processors and communication must be complete before processing can continue a Wait All MPI
command is used to determine when commimication is complete. [PACHEC097] This allows processors
that have completed communications to proceed in contrast to a Barrier call that blocks all processors until
they have reached the barrier point..
A processor’s location in the overall lattice space is determined by it's rank in the MPI structure.
Lowest rank contains the 0,0 point and moves left to right across the columns and then up the rows. The
program is constructed without a restrictive arrangement. That is, arbitrary arrangements of rows and
columns can be processed.

3.1.1 Stream Step
A primary issue in our implementation is improvement o f the streaming step. From the CPU
power benchmarks it is evident that array index calculations are as computationally expensive as floating
point calculations. In this implementation a setup step pre-calculates the destination addresses of all the
flow streams and stores them in the lattice data structure. This improves performance o f the stream step by
eliminating the complex series o f index calculations that is found in many other implementations.
Not described in the theory is the problem of what to do with the stream flows at the edge of a
processor space.

In the parallel implementation those streams must be commimicated to adjacent

processors. In fact, even in a single processor space the stream flows wrap around the lattice making each
processor space similar to the surface o f sphere. This has the key effect o f conservation o f mass in the
model. For those sides with walls the effect of the stream is small and for the ends without walls the
wrapping effect maintains the fluid momentum. In a parallel implementation the lattice points from
adjacent space must share at least some flow values. When particles are present near the edge of the lattice
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space a halo of duplicate lattice points is required [DESPLAT99], Around each lattice space in a processor
there needs to be a ring o f lattice points from all the adjacent lattice spaces. The need for this ring is
demonstrated by reduction in time critical communications.

This is true for particle interactions and

streaming. The ring of lattice points resembles a halo.
During the evaluation o f boundary flow crossings it is necessary to adjust flows from adjacent
lattice points. If the points reside in adjacent processors the Lattice-Boltzmann Method requires timely
communications for the flows affected. In a parallel implementation, if the lattice points on the perimeter
are duplicated during the streaming process the need for communication is eliminated. Duplication of the
lattice points achieves this goal.

This eliminates the need to commimicate adjusted flows for boundary

crossings and allows the added benefit o f having complete flow data for the stream step data prior to
communication. Not only is there a duplicate set of lattice points on those perimeters with adjacent
processors but communication o f all 9 flows per lattice point is required instead of the minimum 3 flows.
Because the cost per communication is large with respect to the cost per unit length this trade off of
duplicate lattice points and additional flow data is desirable. The incoming and outgoing flow data each has
a complete array that is packed and unpacked manually. This negatively impacts efficiency by duplicating
lattice calculations and data manipulations. The advantage is that communications and processing can take
place at the same time. For this implementation no special design to take advantage of the concurrent
possibilities was implemented. However, provisions for this are included in the program structure.
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Figure 5 Communication pattern of 2 X 2 processors
Figure 5 shows a highly simplified arrangement of lattice points. Each space is 3 by 3 lattice
points. The figure shows the halo around each processor space that is made up o f duplicate lattice points
from the adjacent spaces. The lines represent the flow o f data between the processor spaces. Even for this
very simple representation the mass o f communications and the anangement o f data is significant.

3.1.2 Particle implementation
There are several key concepts and data structures that are incorporated into the implementation o f
the solid particles. A list o f all the flows crossing particle boundaries is maintained for each particle. Each
processor is responsible for creating the list o f crossings for particles currently resident in its space. The
space with the center of mass o f a particle is responsible for summarizing the forces and calculating its next
position.

This implies only two communications between adjacent processors.

One communication

provides the force and torque contributions to the processor with the particle's center o f mass. The second
communication provides an updated position from the processor with the center o f mass to each processor
that part o f the particle resides in.
In this implementation having a list o f particle flow boundary crossings is advantageous because
the entire lattice space does not have to be examined checking for the crossings. This list keeps track of the
interior lattice points that have flow boundary crossings and the direction o f the crossing.
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During

generation of the list the individual crossings arc checked instead o f examining the entire lattice. This
eliminates a pass though the lattice and focuses the checking for boundary crossings.
This method o f keeping track o f the particles implies that two communications are needed
between adjacent spaces to totally account for the particle motion.

Each lattice space creates a packet

containing all force contributions for boundary crossings in its space caused by particles whose center is in
the adjacent space.

After the "owning" processor space has received force packets from all it’s adjacent

spaces it adds its own force contributions and calculates the new particle position. Using this new position
it determines which adjacent spaces need particle position information and prepares a packet for each
adjacent space. The adjacent spaces receive these packets and proceed to update their list of positions and
boundary crossings. If an adjacent space had a portion of a particle in the last time step but has no portion
this time, a final position update is needed to clear the old position. This update will indicate that the
particle no longer resides in that space and will prevent erroneous force contributions.
Because there is a duplicate row of lattice points around the perimeter o f the processor lattice
space there needs to be an additional check before adding the contribution o f force from a particle boundary
crossing. The duplicate lattice is used to provide the means for correct flow adjustment prior to streaming.
Only those flow crossings where the exterior lattice point is in the current space, not the duplicate lattice
space, will be added to the force contributions. The shaded lines in Figure 6 identify which o f the crossing
will be used in the total calculation o f forces and torque on this example particle.
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Figure 6 Particle spanning multiple spaces

3 . U Particle collisions
In a similar fashion, only collisions that take place in a given processor space are calculated and
added to the force contributions. Because a collision is only calculated once between any two particles in a
time step but may be checked repeatedly when two particles are in close proximity, a space maintains a
collision history structure. This structure holds information concerning collision calculation for a given
two particles in the space.

When an intersection check is requested, a check for a prior calculation is

performed. If a collision calculation exists then no further processing is performed.
The introduction o f an impulse force provides a convenient way to communicate the results o f a
collision between two particles.

Isolating the collision detection within a space reduces the need for

additional communications, but each processor space may have packets with little or no data.

The

processor time cost for small packets is significant and reduces the efficiency, but compared to the
AlI Gather process and broadcast used to share particle data in other implementations this represents a
significant improvement. A final constraint for collision detection is needed. The fact that two objects
intersect is not sufficient to determine that a collision has occurred. It is necessary to determine if the two
objects are actually converging. Failure to do this results in an oscillation.
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3.1.4 Sequence of execution
The Lattice-Boltzmann Method has a set of requirements for the sequence o f execution. The EDF
process must be completed for all lattice points and then the stream step can occur. After streaming, sharing
the halo of duplicate lattice points is needed. For the particle process, the order is making the list of
boimdary crossings, calculating each boundary point and then sharing the force contribution. Once the
force contributions are available the new position is calculated and then shared with those adjacent
processor spaces that need the new position. While both sequences are simple they do require some critical
points of coordination. Figure 7 shows the two cycles side by side with the critical points identified. The
boundary calculations cannot proceed until the EDF process is complete and the streaming can not occur
until affer the particle boundary calculations have adjusted all the flows. The order in which the various
steps of the Lattice-Boltzmaim Method and the particle process are completed can be mixed as long as the
individual process requirements are satisfied along with the critical points.

cntical
point

cntical
point
Stream

EDF
Update crossing
List

Bounday calculations

Share Duplicate lattice

Share forces

Calculate-position

Share new position

Figure 7 Critical points

3.1.5 Arrangement of processor spaces
The parallel program is constructed in such a way that the lattice space can be arranged in either
vertical or horizontal slices and in X by Y block arrangements. Most o f the test data is shown for multiple
vertical slices by a single horizontal column arrangement. The individual processor determines its location
base on its MPI rank. Using this procedure the rank of each processor adjacent to the current processor can
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be determined. The rank is the main method for directing communications. Communications patterns are
configured to allow eight adjacent communications as required when configured in X by Y blocks.
Additional buffers are constructed to allow the greatest flexibility in the arrangement o f the main loop in
order to explore concurrent communications and processing.

The eight directions include the four axial

adjacent processors and four diagonally adjacent processors. No special method to minimize the diagonal
communications has been implemented.
The risk of deadlock communications can occur for some communication patterns based on the
processor arrangement and command selection. Many patterns of communications can become deadlock or
order sensitive without special care [SNIR98]. No restriction on arrangement o f processor spaces was
imposed in this implementation. Extensive use o f non-blocking MPI commands avoids potential deadlock
configurations.

Checks are made for needless communications that may be indicated by attempts to

communicate with itself.

3.2 Program Structure
The main loop of the program is fairly short and contains only key tasks that need to be completed
during each pass of the Lattice-Boltzmann Method. The current structure o f the communications has not
been configured to take advantage o f any concurrent opportunities at this time. The basic constraint on the
order o f operations is enforced by a sequence o f procedure calls, since each call must complete prior to the
next call.

Communication procedures are coded in such a way as to allow for multiple phases of

communication. The first call sends all the data and the second call to the procedure is configured to
receive data and place it into the proper locations.
3.2.1 Recording Data
The record data procedure is primarily concerned with recording the positions o f solid particles.
The particles tend to move slowly so the recording system only records position once every N passes. All
particles must be recorded and this places an extra burden on the main processor in the cluster to initiate 10
communications with the disk drive. In addition, passes with data recording have significant increases in
messages sent to the master computer in the cluster. The rate of increase depends on the frequency with
which the data is recorded. If data is recorded on the average of once per 10 passes the average impact will
be I/IO the worst case time for the extra communications and storage overhead on that pass.
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3.2.2 EDF Process
The EDF process is the calculation of the next state for each flow at each lattice point. This
represents the major time execution in the Lattice-Boltzmaim Method for typical populations o f solid
particles. This does not include the stream step o f the process, only the calculation o f the next flow values
from current flow values. This step must be completed before boundary calculations can be completed.
This process makes use of duplicate flows. One set of flows is time step t and the other is the eventual
result o f the new time step t+I. This duplicate set of flows has several advantages. The stream step does
not have to concern itself with buffering a temporary value to prevent loss o f data. Another advantage is
that multiple adjustments can be made to the new flows before the stream step.

3 .2 3 Paired list creation
The use o f an updated pair list is new for implementing the Lattice-Boltzmann Method. In other
implementations it is common to mark each lattice point as belonging to a particle, then traverse the entire
lattice to identify flow crossings. In our implementation the lattice points are still marked for detection of
likely particle collisions during evaluation of each flow crossing. However, only those crossings on the list
are processed.

Examining all the lattice points contained in a particle's bounding box for boundary flow

crossings is used to create the list. Only those lattice points that are interior to the particle are checked for
crossings. The list identifying the flow boundary crossings is distributed to the processors that have a
portion o f the particle. If the particle spans more than one processor then each processor is responsible for
creating the portion o f the list involving lattice points in its space.

3.2.4 Boundary Crossing
The boundary flow crossing procedure performs the following activities; calculate the force and
torque contribution, checks for collisions between particles and walls, check for collisions between
particles, adjust the flow values for the boundary crossing flows. This simple list o f activities has several
constraints. Because of the duplicate lattice points care must be taken not to replicate force and torque
contributions. Also multiple processor spaces may detect particle collisions. To insure that this replication
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does not take place additional checks are required. Only those boundary flow crossings where the external
lattice point is in the current space provides force and torque contributions. Only collisions that take place
within the limits o f the non-duplicated lattice points are calculated and only objects that are moving
towards each other are considered to collide.
For all boundary flow crossings the flow adjustments are made to facilitate streaming without
waiting for communications. This also allows for various arrangements o f processor spaces without
additional programming steps.

3.2.5 Communications
After the paired lists have been calculated it is possible to stream the flows and send the results of
the particle forces to processors that need them to calculate the motion of the particle. Only those forces
associated with particle whose center of mass are in adjacent processor spaces will be shared. The size of
this communication packet is generally small because the probability of a particle spanning two spaces is
low for non-saturated particle distributions. The "communicate particle forces procedure" sorts though all
particles that have some portion in its space and builds communication packets for all processors in
adjacent spaces. Then the stream procedure moves the flows from one lattice point to another. Because the
perimeter lattice points are duplicates the flows can be streamed without waiting for the communications of
duplicate lattice points.
After the stream step is complete the duplicate lattice points must be shared with adjacent
processors. The program retrieves the 9 flows from each point duplicated and packs them in a contiguous
array to send.

This procedure also receives the duplicate lattice points from the adjacent processors,

unpacks them and transfers the flow values to the actual lattice points.
One final communication is required afler the particle position has been updated. This will be
described in section 3.2.6.
3.2.6 Particle position updates
The processor that owns the center o f mass o f a particle is responsible for accumulating the forces
acting on it and calculates it’s new position. "Update particle position" does all the calculations for creating
a new position every pass. The calculation averages old and new velocities. Once the new position has
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been calculated for all the particles with center o f mass in a space a communication is required to transmit
the new position to all adjacent processor spaces.
The procedure "communicate particle position" sorts through all particles in the current space and
sends the position data to any adjacent spaces that require it. The procedure builds a packet o f information
for each of the adjacent spaces and once all the particles have been checked sends the packets. These
position update packets are expected to be small in size based on the probability o f a particle spanning two
adjacent spaces.

3.2.7 Synchronizing
The final part of the main loop is the bulk synchronization barrier that requires all processors to
reach this point in the program before continuing. The nature of the communication pattern during program
execution tends to keep the processors in step throughout the main loop.

The main purpose of this

synchronization is data collection, which needs to avoid recorded data skew. This is necessary because no
means to record pass number is included with the data. The data file is expected to be in order o f passes.

Table 4 Main loop code
record_data() ;
e d f ();
update_pair_list() ;
calc_pair_list() ;
comm_part_forces(0) ;
s t r e a m ();
comm_perim(0) ;
update_particle_pos();
comm_part_motion{0);
MPI Barrier(MPI COMM WORLD);
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4.0 RESULT
The result o f this study is broken into three major areas. Collection o f benchmark data is the first
major area.

The benchmark data collection is divided by CPU, communications, and format o f

communications and single processor program execution.

From the benchmark data, a series o f

performance predicts are made that apply to multiple Beowulf clusters. The measured performance of the
multiple clusters is shown in section 4.3

4.1 Benchmark information
The use o f benchmark programs is nearly always problematic. In the most common form the
purpose of benchmarks is to allow people to judge the relative merits o f two items. The problem is that a
benchmark carmot always compare the exact way the items will be used. For example, buying a hammer
based on the weight alone does not take into account the length of the handle or the shape of the head.
Performance benchmarks include a wide variety of operations and attempt to weight them based on their
relevance to common problems.

Benchmarks for high performance computing typically run series o f

application problems whose nature is well understood.

The timed performance is used to make a

judgement regarding communications and processor computational capability.

Another style of

benchmarks is simplified so that they mimic the expected operations o f a given problem. To show how
misleading they can be [HENNESSY90] uses an example o f a simple benchmark.

In the example, a

Hitachi S810/20 and a Cray X-MP are compared. The small benchmark program used is identical in
structure to the one proposed for our study. The results showed that the Cray was two times faster for the
small benchmark but was almost two times slower running a typical application program.
The search for a suitable benchmark to use for performance prediction o f the Lattice-Boltzmann
Method focuses on three areas. The first requirement is to measure in some basic way the CPU ability to
process the method using a series o f floating point calculations on an array o f structures. The goal of this
benchmark is to provide an estimate o f the execution speed for a given portion o f the program on a specific
CPU. This is accomplished by collecting information on the CPU to be used in the experiment and
calculating a simple ratio for each unit based on the slowest processor.
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The second focus is the way communication impacts the overall process.

Communications

performance is characterized by using several general parameters. The logPG format for parameters is an
attempt to provide a way to predict the impact o f communication parameters on the performance o f parallel
programs [CULLER97].
The last requirement is a way to measure parts of program execution in a single processor
implementation. The importance o f knowing how long portions of the program take to execute is needed to
predict effects of size and scale. All three areas are important to the accurate prediction o f performance.

4.1.1 CPU Benchmark
The benchmark used to measure the ability o f the CPU to process the Lattice-Boltzmaim Method
is based on the example used in [HENNESSY90]. The example was used to compare two very different
high performance computers. Because our research is restricted entirely to cluster computers based on a
common PC architecture the difference is expected to be much less significant. For comparison purposes
the SPECFP95 benchmark is also used. The most recent SPEC benchmark was not used because there is
no published data available for the older CPU used in two of the clusters studied.
There are many factors that affect the usefulness of a benchmark such as operating system,
compilers, and memory. Therefore, the CPU benchmark is intended only to yield an overall ratio in order
to calibrate known execution times on one type of CPU to another. The application program is designed in
such a way as to avoid major performance degrading factors as memory exhaustion, disk 10 and cache
memory impacts. In the case o f cache memory the board architecture and chip set impact is included in the
measurement of overall CPU performance. Another issue is the multi-tasking nature o f the Linux operating
system and its impact on the benchmark. To insure that an appropriate impact is measured the benchmark
test was run for a sufficient duration to allow for the inclusion of asynchronous system tasks.
A serious concern in the design o f the Lattice-Boltzmann Method program is the impact of data
precision on performance and on the accuracy o f results. Specifically, what is the effect o f lower precision
variables on execution speed?

Based on these concerns, a benchmark was designed to measure the

performance of a series of calculations on array elements, similar to the basic EDF phase in the LatticeBoltzmann Method. The operations are noted in short hand form where I is a normal integer, L i s a long, F
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is a float and D is a double precision variable. The benchmark uses two cases for each precision level. One
involves a multiplication and assignment and the other involves two multiplication, one addition and one
assignment.
Preliminary studies with the benchmark program indicated that array index calculations were a
significant part of the operation. To this effect one CPU showed more than a 2 t o i difference in MFLOPS
between the two test cases for the same precision variable. A 50% deviation in benchmark performance
makes it difficult to predict any type o f performance. Comparing some o f the published data on CPU
performance to the results of the benchmark it was easy to see how actual performance o f a program could
be twice as bad as the published data might suggest. By examination o f the calculations used in the
benchmark it was possible to produce a consistent value of performance for each CPU via an operations
count that includes each index calculation, each assignment, and each arithmetic operation used, instead of
counting arithmetic operations only. This performance measure is termed Mega operations per second
(MOPS) and Equation 36 demonstrates how the operations are counted.

FU) = FU +1) * F{j + 2) + FU + 3) * F{j + 4)
1 2 3 4

5 6

7 8

9 total ops count

Equation 36 Operation counts
The original MIPS measure o f instructions per second has been shown ineffective when
comparing different computer architectures.

The attempt to find a better measure for comparing CPU led

to the introduction of MFLOPS as a metric. However, even for the simple benchmark this does not provide
a consistent tool for predicting performance.
Using the total operations count and factoring in the timed execution for each CPU that is part o f a
cluster configuration provides a metric that characterizes each CPU. In Equation 36 the F stands for
floating point variables and j is the array index. A 5000 element array is created and used for repetitive
calculations. Table 5 list the eight cases executed as part of the simple benchmark test.
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Table 5 Case derinitions
case 0
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 6
case 7

I(j)=I(i+l)*I(j+2)
Ki)=I(i+l)*I(i+2) +I(j+3)*I(j+4)
L(j)=Lfj+l)*L(j+2)
L(i)=Lfj+l)*L(i+2)+L(j+3)*L(i+4)
F(i)=Ffi+l)*F(i+2)
Ffj)=Ffj+l)*F(i+2) +Ffi+3)*F(i+4)
D(j)=DÜ+l)*Da+2)
Dfi)=D(j+1)*D( j+2) +Df j+3)*D(i+4)

Additional cases were run on stand-alone computers to explore some of the imexpected results.
Graph I shows the comparison on the Alpha processor for MFLOPS and MOPS. From Graph 1 it appears
that the speed of floating point calculations seems to vary between test cases. The inclusion of the array
index calculations and assignments produce a much more consistent measure of CPU performance.

MFLOPS v s MOPS
210,000.000 00
190.000.000.00
170.000.000.00
150.000.000.00 4—
130.000.000.00
□ ops/sec

110.000 .000.00

mflops
90.000.000.00
70.000.000.00
50.000.000 00
30.000.000.00
10.000 .000.00

C asts

Graph 1 Comparison of MFLOPS verse MOPS
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It is very clear that the use of integer variables to gain speed of execution is not a valid strategy.
In fact for some of the test cases the raw data shows that the floating-point calculations are actually faster
than the long variable calculations. With the current segregated pipeline architecture it is probable that the
integer index calculations are using one part o f the processor and the floating-point calculations another.
Exploiting possible concurrency o f operations actually leads to faster execution speed for a more
complicated calculation.

From the data for the Alpha machine the deviation in MFLOPS is 70% and for MOPS it is only
7%. Based on this information the average MOPS is used to calculate the ratios for predicting the speed of
execution o f each of the CPU's in the study Performance prediction using MOPS ratios overestimated
performance by a factor of 4..
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Graph 2 MOPS Alpha AMD K7 Processor
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One very puzzling result is that on the Alpha AMD CPU the floating point calculation was slower
than the double precision calculation.

Graph 2 shows the difference in performance for the four types of

data variables on the Alpha AMD CPU used in two of the Beowulf cluster configurations. The difference
in performance is small, with a standard deviation o f less than 4%.

This is in contrast to the older CPU in

both the Lobo machines and the DMC cluster, which show significant performance degradation with
double precision variables.
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Graph 3 MOPS Lobo/Cyrix processor
Graph 3 plots data for the older Cyrix chip and indicates that the performance of floating point
calculations is faster than long or integer calculations. In order to rule out compiler effects a test program
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was run on a dual boot machine, comparing the gcc and Microsoft compilers. The Microsoft compiler
doesn't behave entirely as expected.

Long data types have a better performance than integers and are not

significantly different from floats or doubles. Graph 4 shows the results of the simple benchmark on the
dual boot computer comparing gcc vs. the Microsoft compiler.

This graph does indicate that the gcc

compiler has a problem with long variables when case 3 calculation is done. For almost all o f the cases the
Microsoft compiler produced a faster program than the gcc compiler with the exception of the multiple
floating point case.
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Graph 4 Comparison of Microsoft and gcc compilers
All of these graphs and data only emphasize how difficult it is to produce a meaningful metric
predicting the performance o f programs across computers. The summary chart o f execution adjustment
ratios is shown in Table 6.

The last three columns are Spec9S benchmark data for floating point
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calculations, integer calculations and the predicted performance ratio for the floating-point benchmark.
There is an approximate fourfold difference between the Spec95 benchmark and the simple benchmark.
The slowest CPU is chosen as unity and values for the other machines are calculated relative to it.

Table 6 Comparison of CPU benchmarks

M O PS/sec

Machine
Wilk Pentium 111
Alpha AMD K7
Lobo Cyrix
dmc m Pentium
dmc c1 Pentium

278.160.394.80
184,954,383.19
10,296,034.31
13,877,661.68
9,808,275.25

MOPS
Factor
28.35977
18.85697
1.049729
1 414893
1

FP95

1NT95

FP factor

29.9
27.4
3 .4 '
4.82
4.2

38.4
36.9
2.4*
3.4
3.08

7.12
6.5
.7*
1.15
1

* Estimated benchmarks for the Cyrix processor based on single processor performance for application
program.

4.1.2 Communication benchmarks
There is no question that communications for parallel implementations is a key factor in
performance.

However, some application programs vary significantly in sensitivity to the various

characterization parameters used in the model.[CULLER97] Therefore, communications benchmarks may
be the most critical piece of information needed to predict the performance o f the LBM program. Based on
reasoning in the current literahire the LogPG model has been shown to accurately predict execution time
for a wide variety of application programs.

In some experiments a small increase in the latency caused a

five fold slow down. Table 7 lists the definition for each o f the components in the model.

Table 7 Terms for communication characteristics.
L: the latency is the delay in communication o f a short message from one processor to another.
o: overhead is defined as the amount o f time that the processor is directly involved in preparing and
sending a message and is unavailable for any other operation.
g: gap is defined as the minimum time between consecutive messages
G: time per byte for large transfers
P: number o f processors
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It is difficult to determine these parameters for the clusters used in the study. Based on that fact
and the low expected sensitivity to communication latency a simpler set o f characteristics is used. No
individual calculations are contingent on sharing of results. The LBM implementation studied is considered
a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) application. The BSP model, while less detailed, models the LBM
parallel implementation with good results.

For communications in a BSP model, two communication

parameters must be provided, time per message and the time per byte. These parameters lump together the
performance of the communication medium and the CPU's impact on communications.
Even though the CPU's computational power has an impact on the communications benchmark the
needed performance parameters can be extracted.

Both time per message and time per byte have

components that are a function o f processor and media speed. The media speed is a function of network
loading and hardware characteristics. [RANWAWAKE97] [GROPP99] For example, changing the 10 Mb
hub on the DMC cluster to a 100Mbit switching device improved performance by 30%.
The communications benchmark commonly used consists o f two processors communicating in a
rapid-fire succession of messages. This is sometimes referred to as the Ping-Pong style of measurement.
[DONALDSON99]

By specifying a single type of message the communication characteristics can be

extracted from the time information. The biggest issue with this type of test is that it does not show the
effects o f communications patterns and the benefit of switches on the overall system. But it does allow for
a relative measure of the impact o f different types of messages. In a real parallel environment the multiple
processors in the Lattice-Boltzmaim Method communicate in many directions within a short duration of
time.

Starting with information from the standard benchmarks and following the style used for the CPU

benchmarks, a small benchmark was created to model the communications pattern o f the proposed LatticeBoltzmann Method implementation. This benchmark focuses on the use of non-blocking send and receive
style o f messages. The benchmark also needs to model communications with adjacent processors and
synchronization at key points. Because the model is BSP the slowest processor in the parallel system
dictates overall performance and hence it is possible to relate CPU benchmark to some of the
communication characteristics.

It is also noted that actual system communication rates may exceed

individual network card rates because o f the concurrent communication ability provided by switches.
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4 . U Format of the Communications Benchmark
All of the cluster configurations use MPI as the primary communications interface to achieve the
parallel computing solution to the Lattice-Boltzmann Method. Three sets o f systems are included in the
performance evaluations. The first is the GVSU system consisting o f Lobo processors and the Alpha main
node. The second is the GVSU system consisting o f the Wilk processors with Alpha again as the main
node. The final set is the DMC personal cluster assembled from scrap computers. Based on the analysis of
communication requirements for LBM a mixture of very short messages and long messages are used in the
benchmark to meet the profile o f the parallel program. The messages sharing the lattice perimeter data are
fairly long compared to the short messages containing information about particle forces and motion. Many
o f the particle messages may even be empty because the probability of a particle spanning two spaces is
relatively small.
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Graph 5 Communications benchmark Lobo & Alpha
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73728

147456

The data format of the benchmark test consists o f 2 long messages and 4 short messages together
with a synchronizing message.

The length o f the long messages varies. Each message, regardless of

length, imposes a measurable time burden on the processor.

The benchmark is designed to test an

arrangement o f lattice spaces in which the problem is partitioned into slices. The smallest test uses two
processors and the largest tested on these clusters is 5 processors.
each cluster.

Graphs 5, 6, and 7 show the results for

As expected, the addition o f each processor produces a marked increase in the total

bandwidth o f the system.

The impact o f message length on bandwidth is significant for very long

messages. Message length is in uncommon increments because the model has 9 floating-point values to
transmit for every lattice point. Therefore, adding columns or rows to the system will cause the number of
bytes to increase by this atypical amount.
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Graph 6 Communication bandwidth Wilk & Alpha
The Lobo-Alpha combination has a significantly lower bandwidth as shown in the Graph 5 than
the Wilk-Alpha combination in Graph 6. The Lobo processors have 100Mbit network cards and use the
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same switch but processor performance affects overall communications. The DMC cluster combination
has an even more dramatic degradation in performance, but this is due to the use o f 10 Mbit network cards.
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Graph 7 DMC cluster bandwidth
It is possible to extract key characteristics from the MPI performance benchmarks, notably, the
time for messages and the transmission speed per byte on each system configuration. This corresponds to
latency based on message per second and bulk transfer bandwidth.

Table 8 shows the extracted

characteristics and the idealized data for the network medium. The characteristics show a significant
dependency on processor performance for communication performance.
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Table 8 Communication parameters

Wilk & Alpha
Lobo & Alpha
DMC

Time per byte Bandwidth
Time per
Media time
Media
U see
m essage
Mbit/see
per byte usee Mbit/see
usee
294.94
0.132
100.00
60.30
.08
1678.75
0.592
100.00
.08
13.49
2.664
10.00
5389.85
.80
3.00

The fact that the Wilk CPU’s are faster helps reduce congestion by dispersion of communication
messages in time. As usual the slowest CPU determines the overall speed o f the cluster for applications
requiring synchronization.

One o f the difficulties in extracting communication characteristics is that

network delays, operating system delays and processor burden are all mixed together. What is known is the
maximum communication rate for the media used; in the Wilk & Alpha cluster and in the Lobo & Alpha
cluster the media is 100 Mbit, in the DMC cluster it is only 10 Mbit. In all cases the bandwidth is less than
the theoretical limit of media speed, even for long messages, indicating blocking on the network or that the
overhead associated with the processor is the actual bottleneck. Graph 8 shows the message rate as a
function o f message length in bytes.
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Graph 8 Message rate as a function of length
As seen in the Graph 8 all three systems show an initial increase in message rate as the message
length increases, then the expected decrease in rates for longer messages. For the Alph-Wilk combination
the initial increase is very pronounced. One hypothesis for this increase is based on the timing of task
switching as it applies to the communication handlers and application program.

In several other studies of

communications on clusters constructed from common PCs, similar results were obtained.

4.1.4 Single processor benchmark
The basis for performance prediction of a parallel implementation o f the Lattice-Boltzmaim
Method is the single processor version o f the program. The implementation is carefully designed to permit
individual portions of the program to be disabled. Using this method each part o f the program can be
characterized in units appropriate to the size metrics of the model, for example, the size of the space in
lattice points per row and column. Another metric is the number o f solid particles and their size. These
metrics are a key element in characterizing the performance o f the program when running on different
cluster configurations.
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It is possible to measure the metrics for each part o f the program. The following Table 9 shows the
main metrics based on the slowest processor in the DMC cluster. The units are based on the parameters
used to predict the performance on various processors and commimication configurations.

Table 9 Single processor benchmark data

Activity
EOF
Make crossing list
Calculate crossing
Stream flows
Update pos

60635.46
41129.03
111290.3
222222.2
2419.5

units
Lattice points/sec
square units/sec
crossing/sec
Lattice points/sec
particle/sec

Two methods are used to extract the characterization from the test cases. The selective disabling of
main routines permits measurement o f the each part o f the program and the quantity o f units for each test.
The second method uses a partial increase o f each quantity. This is used to confirm the values calculated
from data in the selective disable test.
4.2

Performance Prediction
The base data required for predicting performance of an application on a particular system is CPU

computational power, communication latencies, and program characterization. The original benchmark for
CPU computational power is based on array calculations for the various types o f data variables. In a simple
test of the benchmark two areas o f concern were identified. Performance predictions o f a stand-alone
program based on the simple CPU benchmark yield execution times that are o ff by a factor o f 2 or more.
Therefore, the simple CPU benchmark was not used in the performance prediction. Instead the CPU power
benchmark based on the SpecFP95 published data for the various CPU was used. The data extracted from
the communications benchmark is used along with the single program characterization parameters.
Predictions are constructed in two steps.

Step one requires all size parameters such as rows,

columns, particle count, particle size and processor arrangement to estimate the CPU total time for the
slowest processor in the study. This time is adjusted based on the CPU power benchmark so that time per
pass can be calculated.

The second step requires an estimate o f the CPU time used to handle

communications as based on the communication benchmark data. The two times are combined producing
the final prediction of performance. In Table 10 the various predictions are summarized based on different
configiuations o f lattice columns. The space was divided into slices with the processing partitioned among
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5 processing units. The slowest of the 5 processors is used to predict performance. The prediction is in
seconds for 1000 iterations o f the program's main loop. All times and predictions ignore startup procedure
cost and focus on the computational aspects o f the program including communications. The structure of
the main loop in the program does not take advantage o f any possible concurrent operations. This will
gives a better estimate o f worst case performance than a program structured for concurrent processing and
communications. The ratio o f CPU computational power used to predict performance on the Wilk & Alpha
cluster is based on the SpecFP95 benchmark.

The normalized CPU factor for the slowest DMC machine

in the cluster verses the Alpha machine in the Wilk & Alpha cluster is 6.5. This factor is used to adjust the
computational times for the prediction model.

Table 10 Predicted run times for 1000 passes
Total space
DMC
Wilk & Alpha

100 by 500
303.0
40.9

200 by 500
536.3
74.8

300 by 500
769.5
108.6

400 by 500
1002.0
142.5

500 by 500
1139.2
176.7

It is also possible to predict the single processor solution time and the multiple processor Beowulf
cluster solution times. These two times can be used to predict the speed up expected by using multiple
processors. Ideally the speed up for 5 processors is 5. However, because of communication burden and
extra calculations due to duplicate lattice rows and columns the speed up is less than linear.

In many

applications the speedup achieved is much less than the number o f processors. For example, in some cases
for 16 processors a speed up o f only 4 is achieved. In general, better speed up can be achieved by reducing
the ratio o f communication time to calculation time. Since slower processors have a higher ratio of
computation time to communication time, they actually have better speed up factors. [BARTON89]
In the parallel LBM application, minimizing communication leads to a better speedup, as does
increasing the computational workload. For example, calculations on very large spaces will reduce the
impact o f communications as long as communication is based on the perimeter o f the space. Table 11
shows the predicted speed up for the two clusters used in the study. The predicted speedup for 5 processors
as a function o f lattice space size shows expected improvements in speedup for larger workload per
processor.
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Table 11 Predicted speedup 5 processors
Total space
DMC
Wilk & Alpha

200 X 500
3.78
3.94

100 X 500
3.14
3.35

300 X 500
4.08
4.21

400 X 500
4.25
4.36

500 X 500
4.36
4.45

For configurations with 2 rows by 2 columns of processors the predicted speedup on a 500 X 500
lattice is 2.97 vs. 3.63 for a 4 rows by 1 column arrangement. The use o f slices is clearly predicted to be a
better data partitioning strategy.

This allocation method also reduces the probability of particles spanning

multiple spaces.
The impact o f particle communication is predicted to be small with this implementation. The
average communication packet for particles is expected to be empty, given a sparse density o f particles.
The probability of a particle spanning multiple processors is relatively small based on the area of the
particle compared to the area o f the workspace. The worst case allocation o f all particles in the slowest
processor is used in the prediction. Two examples o f the calculations used in the prediction are shown in
the following Tables 12 and 13. These tables show the predictions for 500 X 500 total lattice points
divided among 5 processors in slices.
Table 12 Wilk & Alpha 500 X 500 with 5 processors

Process time
EOF per lattice
Streaming per lattice
Update xcrossing list
per particle
Calc xcrossing force
and flow
Update particle pos
Communicate lattice
Communicate particle
forces
Communicate particle
position

Quantity Processor
Tim e/pass
60635 Lattice points/sec
0.1294
51000
222222 Lattice points/sec
0.0353
51000
41129 Area/sec
0.0006
173.4

Unit
Sec
Sec
Sec

111290 Crossing/sec

702

0.0009 Sec

2419 Particles/sec
0.00033404 Sec/lattice
0.00023916 Sec/particle

3
2
2

0.0000 Sec
0.0007 Sec
0.0005 Sec

0.00024639 Sec/particle

2

0.0005 Sec

Total
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0.1679 Sec

Table 13 DMC cluster 500 X 500 with 5 processors

Process time
EOF per lattice
Streaming per lattice
Update xcrossing list
per particle
Calc xcrossing force
and flow
Update particle pos
Communicate lattice
Communicate particle
forces
Communicate particle
position

Quantity Processor
Time/pass
60635 Lattice points/sec
51000
0.8411
222222.2 Lattice points/sec
51000
0.2295
41129 Area/sec
867
0.0211

Unit
S ec
S ec
Sec

111290 Crossing/sec

1110

0.0099 S ec

2419 Particles/sec
0.0073042 Sec/lattice
0.00540496 Sec/particle

3
2
2

0.0012 S ec
0.0146 S ec
0.0108 Sec

0.00553796 Sec/particle

2

0.0111 Sec

Total

1.1393 S ec

4 J Measured performance
The actual performance tests were conducted on two Beowulf clusters; the Wilk & Alpha system
and the DMC system. Five processors were used and the number of columns was varied to measure the
effect o f increasing the ratio o f computation to communication. Additional tests were conducted on the
Alpha & Lobo cluster but only the number o f processors was varied. Table 14 shows the effect on solution
time for 5 processors when the space ranges from 100 by 500 lattice points to 500 by 500 lattice points.
Table 14 Space size vs. Execution time
Total space
DMC
Wilk & Alpha

100X500
282 sec
38 sec

200 X 500
530 sec
70 sec

300 X 500
773 sec
100 sec

400 X 500
1019 sec
134 sec

500 X 500
1261 sec
166 sec

The execution time for the Alpha & Lobo combination was unexpected based on the CPU
benchmark and the communications benchmark. Table 15 shows the test conducted with a fixed space size
per processor. The execution times for the Lobo & Alpha systems was expected to be faster than the DMC
cluster. However, the DMC cluster was noticeably faster even with 10 Mbit per second network cards.
The lobo machines have a Cyrix processor and this may account for the difference in performance. A
single processor version o f the program was executed on the Lobo CPU and verified a significantly slower
CPU computational speed. For the current model to accurately predict the performance o f the Cyrix
processor it needs an estimated CPU performance factor o f 0.7.
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Another series o f test were conducted on each system to identify any significant network loading.
In these test each processor had 100 by 100 lattice points. As the number o f processors was increased from
2 to 5 no significant increase in solution times is observed as shown in Table 15. This is due to the network
switch used in all cluster configurations, which allows for a significant amount o f concurrent network
traffic.
Table 15 Number of Processors vs. Execution Time
Number processor
DMC
Alpha & Lobo
Wilk & Alpha

2
278 sec
367 sec
37 sec

3
276 sec
368 sec
38 sec

4
280 sec
368 sec
38 sec

5
282 sec
369 sec
38 sec

40
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Number of Processors
Graph 9 Speedup Wilks & Alpha
Graph 9 shows speedup vs. number of processors. The speedup graph shows good efficiency as
the number of processors is increased. The limiting factor is workload verses communication time. The
Lattice-Boltzmann Method is robust with division of workload as supported by Graph 9. The experimental
clusters confirmed the speedup for small number of processors.
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5.0 ANALYSIS
Analysis will be divided into two areas.

First, the comparison o f predicted and measured

performance will be examined. This will show the accuracy o f prediction model and validation of the
performance trends.

The second part of the analysis will be a theoretical analysis of process space

saturation by particles and the worst-case speedup prediction expected. This analysis supports some of the
observed problems when LBM simulations that have increased quantities o f particles that sediment in one
processor.

5.1 Comparison of Prediction and Results
The first significant observation is that the simple CPU benchmark cannot be used to predict the
general operation of the Lattice-Boltzmann Method. Because o f the inaccuracies of the simple benchmark,
published benchmark for Spec95fp is used to provide a better indicator o f CPU performance.

OMC cluster acutal vs predicted
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□ OMC actual
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200 X 500

300X 500

400 X 500

Lsttice points

Graph 10 DMC cluster actual vs. predicted
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500 X 500

In general, cluster performance on the DMC is predicted very closely for various sizes. Graph 10
shows the comparison of actual performance to actual measurements.

There is a trend evident that for

small lattice spaces the predicted time is slightly longer and for large spaces the predicted time is slightly
smaller. This implies that either the per byte overhead for communications is greater than measured or that
the single processor characterization understated the metric for each lattice point. Graph 11 shows that the
Wilk & Alpha cluster predictions are very close to the actual performance but consistently longer than the
actual times.

This implies that the characterization o f the time per lattice point is a little low for this

processor or possibly the CPU factor is slightly off. The fact that the predictions are within 10 % on all
cases is very encouraging. The average error for all cases predicted vs. actual time is less than 6 %.
The actual speedup measurements for test cases is also within 5 % o f the predictions and are close
to the number o f processors used in the test cases. Actual speed up for the Wilk & Alpha cluster was 4.71
verses 4.45 for the prediction. It is interesting to note that the speedup attained for the DMC cluster and the
Wilk & Alpha cluster is about the same. This is due to the corresponding relationship between processor
power and communication bandwidth.

The ratio of communication time to processing time is an

underlying factor in the calculation o f speedup. [HWANG98] For the DMC cluster the ratio is 31 to 1 and
for the Wilk & Alpha cluster the ratio is 85 to 1. This higher ratio o f processing time to communication
time supports the slightly better speed up.
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Graph 11 Wilk & Alpha cluster actual vs. prediction

From the measured results and the benchmark data collected, it can be seen that processor
computational power plays a significant role in the commimication burden. The effect of media speed did
not affect the execution speed except when near saturation. Many other applications are far more sensitive
to the media delays than this application.
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S.2 Theoretical analysis
The goal of the theoretical analysis is to set the expected limits on the solution time o f the Lattice
Boltzmann Method. From this analysis several characteristics o f program operation should be clear. The
operation can be modeled by several key quantities. In this case the dimensions o f the test space, number
of particles, size of the particles and the number of processors are used.

For each type of activity a

coefficient with the appropriate units is assigned to calculate the time. Figure 8 shows the dimensions for
a typical layout o f a test space. Dimension w is the width in lattice points, / the total length in lattice points
and N is the number o f slices distributed among processors. The two vertical lines on the right and left are
the moving wall boundaries.
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Figure 8 Slice layout
Equation 37 describes the solution time as a function o f the dimension plus the number o f particles
in the test space. The coefficient A is the time factor per lattice point for streaming and the EDF step.
Particles have three terms; B is the time to make the list o f boundary crossings that is a function o f the
radius o f the particle squared, C is the time per solving boundary crossings and D is the time to update
position information after each pass. The coefficient E is the time to evaluate the flows that cross the wall
boundary in the model. The value of E is less than C because the evaluation does not require collision
checking because of the order of execution. This order is determined by the wall and particle list used in
the set up file. Requiring that the walls be listed first will ensures the order o f execution during simulation.

r, = A{1*w) +k(BR^ +CR +D) +E(l)
I =length of space in lattice points
vv = width of space in lattice points

R =radius of particle
k = number of particles
Equation 37 Time of single processor execution
All o f the coefficients B, R, C, and D are fixed and can be combined into a single coefficient B.
The coefficient is only a function o f the size of particle. Note that we assume uniform particle size for ease
o f analysis. For purposes of analysis the walls are assumed to be vertically oriented on the right and the left
extreme edges of the experiment space.
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B' =BR^ +CR +D)
T^ =A(l*w) +kB' +Eil)
Equation 38 Reduce equation execution time
The single processor solution time is given in Equation 38.

Using this as the basis another

equation for time of execution o f the longest slice of a parallel solution is derived. The difficulty with this
derivation lies in the distribution o f number o f particles in the problem. Because one of the experimental
problems is scaling, special attention is given to worst case scenarios for the solid particles. The Figure 9 is
a graphical representation o f the probability that a particle can be in more than one space. The probability
that a randomly placed particle has a center in the border area is the ratio o f the border area divided by the
total area. The boarder area is defined as one radius o f the particle from the edge. The boundaries on the
lefi and the right are removed for this case with slices only reducing the probability further. The bottom
edge of the figure shows the worst case placement that maximizes the number o f particle in more than one
space. The actual particle count expected to be in more than one space is between these two limits.

Figure 9 Probability of particle placement
The communication model for this analysis is straightforward.

Each message is modeled as

having a fixed amount o f overhead time, processor burden is based on the total bytes transferred. Variations
in network loading are not considered in this analysis. The current implementation uses 2 messages to
transmit the lattice data along the edges o f the slices, the particle force and position data is then transmitted
along each edge. In this case a total of 6 messages are sent. Equation 39 describes the solution time with
the division o f work by N and the time o f communications added.
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N =numberof processors
b, = bytesper latticepoint
bp = bytesper particleforcesupdateandpositionupdate

y = distributbn of particles(rangesfroml to N)
a =numberof particlesin morethanonespace
Equation 39 Longest time of execution for slice
The number of particles that span two spaces is difficult to determine precisely. The average
number can be calculated using the probability a particle is near the edge times the number o f particles in
that space. Care must be taken to ensure the number does not exceed the maximum number that will fit
along two edges. At the same time if the number o f particles are distributed in some uniform manner then
the number in two spaces cannot exceed the number in any given space. Equation 40 lists the three main
possibilities for the distribution of particles among processor spaces.

a=

* —average probability o f particles in more than one space

wl y

or

a =—worst case number spanning two spaces
R

or
k

a =—total particles in space
y

Equation 40 Particle probability
Regardless o f how the particles are distributed in any space the worst case number o f particles in
more than one space is given by Equation 41. Equation 42 shows this term used for communication length
associated with force and position updates.

w
“ ~~R
Equation 41 Max number o f particles in two spaces
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Equation 42 Maximum execution time per slice
The maximum number o f particles in one slice can be calculated by approximating the particles as
a square with side 2R. Equation 43 describes the worst case particle distribution in terms o f slice area and
radius o f the particles. This worst case will occur if all the particles in the simulation are in one slice.
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Equation 43 Maximum number of particles in a space
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Equation 44 Speedup for worst case particles distribution
The speed up is shown as the ratio o f the execution time for a single processor divided by the
longest time for a single slice. Equation 44 describes the speed up with the worst case distribution of
particles. There are several observations that can be made concerning the speedup for the parallel Lattice
Boltzmann Method. If the ratio o f length to the number o f slices is much larger than 2 then the basic speed
up will not degrade as duplicate lattice points are added to the slices. As the ratio gets smaller it will have
two effects. More particles will be in two spaces at the same time, and the implementation has a problem if
the factor 1/N is smaller than 2R. If the total number of particles is larger than will fit in a single slice then
the worst case still shows a significant speedup. Particles are computationally expensive compared to
lattice points.

Both the communication terms and the particle count limit the available speedup. In the

case where all the particles are in one space the speedup is limited by the relative magnitudes of the
coefficients. If there are so many particles that they catmot all fit in one space then the speedup is based on
the distribution o f particles among the slices.
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Equation 45 Releative size o f terms
The empirical evidence supports this for the clusters studied. In the experiments conducted the
number o f particles is small compared to the worst case. This ratio gets larger for a space with a saturated
number o f particles. Equation 45 shows the relationship between communications and work. The ratio
from experimental data for a small number o f particles was on the order of 70 to 1 for the Alpha &Wilks
combination. Based on this relationship the analysis of speedup can be simplified as shown in Equation 46.
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Equation 46 Simplified expression of speedup
The relationship between the wall coefficient and the number of particles can be calculated. For
the case where the total perimeter of all particles in a space is much greater than the length of the wall in a
space the term with E becomes much smaller than the B term and can be ignored.

If the number of

particles is small but the number of lattice points is moderate then the time to solve is dominated by the
lattice point term.
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Equation 47 Further simplified speedup
The relation ship of A to B from the experimental data is 1 to 374 fora particle radius R=8.5. Each
particle requires the same amoimt of time to solve as 374 lattice points. Substitution of A and B with the
ratio and factoring the wl yields a speedup as shown in Equation 48.
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Equation 48 Final speedup for saturated particle case
If the distribution o f particles is such that they saturate a single lattice space then the speed up
approaches 1 as the number o f processors increases. If the number o f particles remains constant as the
number of processors is increased then the model forces the particles to be spread among several processors
and the speedup is much better depending on the division of particles among the processors.
For the case where the number o f particles is distributed in a random or uniform fashion, the
speedup can be found with the following Equation 49.

Speedup is much closer to linear. At this point the

cost of communications becomes more significant than in the worst case and needs to be considered. This
equation resembles the standard measure o f speedup combining communication cost and processor
workload as shown in Equation 50.
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Equation 49 Speedup with even distribution of particles
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Equation 50 Standard for speedup
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6.0 Conclusion
The overall goal of this study was to develop a performance prediction model for parallel
implementation o f the Lattice Boltzmann Method on cluster computer systems. As part o f this process a
new implementation o f the 2D LBM method was constructed as the base for analysis. This implementation
introduced improved streaming o f flows, list o f boundary crossings, and new solid particle communications
strategies. Using the new implementation as the base benchmark, data was collected to provide the means
for performance prediction. A detailed spreadsheet was developed that combined the dimensional data
with benchmark data to predict the time o f execution. As this study demonstrates it is possible to predict
performance o f the LBM Method with reasonable accuracy on a range o f Beowulf clusters. Using the
limited benchmark data combined with the program characterization it was demonstrated that speedup and
execution time meet performance predictions for the Beowulf clusters used in the study.
The analysis demonstrates the limitations on speedup as a function of solid particle distributions.
Even though the Lattice-Boltzmarm Method normally achieves good speedup it is possible that solid
particles could be distributed among parallel processors in such a way that poor speedup occurs. This
processor lattice space particle saniration can be overcome by changes in the arrangement o f the processor
spaces that force the particles to more evenly distribute among the processors.
The introduction of the lattice pair method for computation of particle forces and the impulse force
method for collisions enable a dramatic improvement in particle communication times.

Reducing the

particle commimication to adjacent processors represents a significant improvement over the use o f the
MPI_gather types o f commands used in prior implementations.
6.1 Benchmarks
The simple CPU computational benchmark intended as the basis for prediction o f execution
speeds for the main body of the LBM program was identified as unreliable early in the study. But data
collected with the simple benchmark did quantify the impact of the different precision data types on
performance.

It was determined that the impact o f array index calculations is very significant;

implementations that reduce the number o f index calculations can be expected to have improved execution
times. It was also determined that the use o f lower precision variables on modem CPU in the Pentium and
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AMD K series does not significantly improve execution speed. The data clearly indicates that the use of
floating point variables yielded the best performance while providing the desired accuracy. The inability of
the simple benchmark to predict overall program execution time is due to its single focus. A single loop
with a repetitive calculation does not represent the typical mix o f program instructions that normally
includes a variety of branching constructs.

Based on this limitation the well-recognized Spec95fp

benchmark is used to provide the necessary accuracy used in the performance prediction.
The simple communications benchmark was designed to identify any significant problems with
the communication patterns used in the Lattice-Boltzmami Method as applied to parallel programs executed
on Beowulf clusters. The simple communications benchmark provides the necessary performance data to
accurately predict performance when combined with the CPU computational power benchmark.
Communication benchmark data showed that for standard network cards the amount o f processor overhead
for messaging was the major bottleneck in the system. The effect o f using a switch was evident in that
system bandwidth exceeds the media's maximum bandwidth.

Switches in effect provide concurrent

communications and increase the threshold o f network loading degradation.

6.2 Summary
This study implemented the 2D parallel Lattice-Boltzmann Method with efficient, new
strategies that support good speedup performance on Beowulf clusters constructed from standard processor
and network components. The use o f common CPU benchmarks, simple communications benchmarks and
program characterization is sufficient to accurately predict program performance.
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